Instructions
Flexique™ Glue is specially formulated to bond your Flexique creations.
It can also be used as a stiffener when added to the original Flexique product.
Flexique Glue comes pre-mixed. It simply needs to be heated carefully to a liquid
state, and then it can be used in a similar fashion as any standard glue.

Heating Flexique Glue:
Microwave Instructions - Using a microwave safe container, such as the one in
which the product arrives, heat desired amount for up to 15 seconds and stir.
Repeat until it becomes completely liquid. Do not overheat. Boiling may cause it
to overflow. Temperature will reach approximately 140 degrees F (60º C).
TIP: place the container on a clean, dry surface when heating, so that any
accidental overflows can be reused. Once dried, place overflowed product
back in the container and reheat with the rest of the Glue.

Note:

• based on a 950-watt microwave. Adjust your heating
times if your microwave’s wattage differs.
• if you mix smaller quantities you’ll want to start with
lower heating times to avoid overflowing.

Stovetop Instructions - available online at www.flexique.com/how-to/instructions

Using Flexique Glue to bond Flexique to itself:
Apply sparingly with a brush to the surface of each piece being glued, and
press together until cooled. Smaller/thinner pieces should hold together after
30 seconds. Larger/thicker pieces may take longer.
Reheat Glue if it begins to get cool off and get clumpy. If the mixture becomes
too thick with repeated reheating, add a few drops of water, then heat and mix.
Repeat until desired thickness is achieved.

Using Flexique Glue to bond Flexique to fondant:
If you are applying Flexique decorations to fondant, first spray the fondant with an
edible lacquer spray and let it dry. This seals the moisture in the fondant. You can
then apply the Flexique Glue to both the Flexique decorations and the fondant.
Note: Flexique decorations should cure at least one day prior to attaching them
to fondant with the Glue.

Using Flexique Glue to stiffen Flexique:
Heat Flexique and Flexique Glue to liquid form and mix 1 part Glue to 3 parts
Flexique. Brush on, pour, or spread in the same manner as untreated Flexique.

Flexique Glue can be stored on the shelf. No refrigeration is necessary.

Caution: Keep pieces away from small children and pets!
For helpful tips and more details on how to use and store Flexique,
visit our online FAQs and tutorial section at www.flexique.com/how-to
Instrucciones en Español estan disponibles: www.flexique.com/espanol

